
RUST IN THE STEEL, DUST ON THE CARS,  

WAVES ON THE SEA 

WATCHING THE WAVES ECHO OUT from the stern settled something anxious within Lewis. 

The certainty of the lines until they collapsed under the inevitability of their own form, folding to 

become shimmers of what looked like windblown crests of ice, or distant writhing snow caps, until all 

was everything else: the vast sea.  

There was a lot to think about. The future. Where he was going. Seeing his parents and the look 

in their eyes. How best to stop everyone from asking and treat him like he’d always been. No 

different. There was little time or need for the added stress of worrying about everyone else as well as 

himself. Why couldn’t they understand that he loved her and she loved him and this was the way it 

was going to be? Why couldn’t they understand it was his decision? He wanted to be happy.  

But again the waves and here, this was okay. Right now, this was okay.  

Lewis noticed the rust on the thick steel of the railing. He turned around and looked for her and 

saw dust on the cars, the other passengers and the grey salting hair of those much older than he, 

couples, singles, the grey sky too, every shade of silver.  

Overhead, a bird circled, a seagull one hundred yards behind the boat or so. A seagull or another 

kind of bird he did not know.  

Maureen arrived with her scarf from the car. ‘You feeling alright?’ 

‘Yeah,’ he said, ‘Just thinking a bit. Getting worked up. But I’m alright now.’ 

‘It’s going to be okay. We’ll be fine.’ 

‘Not really. But sure.’ 

‘I love you, you know?’ 

‘I know.’ 

‘Good,’ she said. 

‘It’s all good, yeah.' 

‘And you love me?’ 

‘Of course I do.’ 

‘Tell me.’ 

‘I love you.’ 

‘That’s better,’ she said, ‘Doesn’t it make you feel better?’ 

Lewis focussed on the waves for a moment and turned to consider her, his new wife leaning on 

the rail: the curls of her hair flicking across her face until she got the hair tie from her wrist and pulled 

it back. She was too good for him. But what could he do? She wouldn’t leave him alone, wouldn’t go 

away no matter how hard he’d told her it was for the best, how much he was a waste.  

You are not a waste, she’d said, You are the love of  my life and I’m not letting you get away from me.  
So he slid over, and he put his arm around her, and they both watched the churning swell drift out 

to the horizon in silence.  



Lewis thought on if he should change his mind and accept treatment.  

No. He couldn’t do that to her.  

She was soft in his arms, partly for how small she was but also because of the puffy Uniqlo jacket 

she was wearing. The seagull was still hanging behind the boat, there but much higher now, somehow 

keeping up with their speed, like a speck of dust swaying to and fro against the hugeness of the 

clouded sky.  

It had only been three months since they’d married. They had exchanged vows in the hospital. 

He wasn’t supposed to still be here. How was he here? Most of the time he wished he wasn’t.  

‘See that?’ he asked and pointed to the bird, ‘It’s been there for ages, just hanging with us.’ 

‘The gannet?’ Maureen asked. 

‘The what?’ 

‘That’s its name,’ she said, and laughed like music, ‘The bird you’re pointing at. It’s a gannet. It 

means strong in old English.’ 

And something rose within Lewis but he choked it down. ‘Of course,’ he said, ‘That’s right. Your 

biology degree. I thought it was a seagull or something.’  

It rose again and once more he pushed it down. He felt suddenly cold and held her tighter. He 

prayed: Do not leave me. Do not leave me. Do not ever leave me.  
Maureen leaned in, rested her head softly into the crook of his neck. She hummed for a moment 

and then asked, ‘Do you ever wonder sometimes that we’re here for this specific reason, like right 

here, you and me, this moment? That right now, God, or whatever you want to call it, has put that 

gannet up there just for you and me to see, for you to ask me about, and for me to remember a stupid 

innocuous connection like to it being called strong in some old language we don’t even speak 

anymore?’  

Lewis didn’t answer. He couldn’t. He just held her tighter. 

‘Because you are strong, Lewis,’ she continued, ‘Even when you think you’re not. And we will get 

through this.’  

He wanted to cry. But he told himself to stop, stop it. ‘And what if we don’t?’ 

‘Then at least we’ll be together,’ she said and looked at him. And he noticed that her eyes were 

hazel, of course they were hazel. She poked him in the ribs. ‘And then afterwards I can be free, and 

can get re-married to someone rich and absent, and I can relax by a pool in the summer, on a Greek 

island like a movie star, and I won’t have to do this horrible trip to see your parents ever again.’ 

Lewis laughed and kissed the top of her head and watched the waves echo out and he felt as if he 

could go right then.  

‘I’m joking,’ she said after a time, ’You’re parents are wonderful.’ 

And after a further time that could have been hours or minutes, the horn blew and everyone 

returned to their vehicles and the boat pulled in and unloaded its burden.  

As he drove the rest of the way, Lewis tried picturing the waves from the boat and Maureen in his 

arms, keeping those images in his mind. How she was there with him, that moment only theirs and no 

one else’s: the bird in the air, the waves so clearly defined but then riding out, eternally dissolving to 

become nothing, a nothing that was not nothing but instead was everything. 




